
NESPRESSO BRACELET



Create a TerraCycle bracelet from Nespresso capsules!

NESPRESSO BRACELET INSTRUCTIONS

• 10-12 Nespresso capsules
• Elastic cord

 Call out: This project used 1mm.  

 Any size will do as long as it fits through    

 your push pin hole 

  

MATERIALS

• Butter knife
• Hammer
• Marker: Approximately ½” 
   consistent diameter
• Pushpin

TOOLS



STEP 1 Save Nespresso capsules and let air dry completely before 

storing. Coffee grounds inside will mold if moisture is trapped inside. 

Peel back tin covering, be sure to completely remove from rim.

START!

STEP 2

STEP 3

Scoop out coffee, with your butter 
knife, scrape edges to remove all coffee 

grounds.Rinse out capsules, be sure 
to remove all coffee grounds and let air 

dry. Use a small amount of dish soap to 
minimize the coffee smell. 

Place capsule open side down and 
hold down by rim with pointer and 
index fingers. Hammer gently and 
evenly working in a circle until 
capsule is completely flattened. 



Press pushpin through each mark 
to create a hole.

Line up capsules vertically and thread elastic 
cord through top row and then the bottom row. 

Bend capsule against marker. With the color side 
up, place the side of the marker in the center of 
the capsule with holes evenly placed on top and 
bottom. Using the marker as support, push up 
capsule and roll around the marker 

STEP 6

STEP 7

STEP 5

Make four dots with your marker 
on the edge of the silver side of 
your capsule. Refer to template 
for dot placement 

DESIGN TIP:
Use all the same color Nespresso capsules or have 
fun, and mix colors together. Don’t forget to use a 
colored elastic that goes with your palette!  Take it 
one step further and add beads!

STEP 4
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Sign up for the TerraCycle Brigades at www.terracycle.com



WRAP AROUND yOUR WRIST TO ChECk fOR SIzE. ONCE ThE SIzE IS CORRECT 

TIE ThE ELASTIC IN A DOUBLE kNOT AND TRIM. WEAR AND ENjOy! 


